Spring Weekend Bands Announced

by Yurdo
Features Editor

Although the desert of work may seem endless, there is an oasis waiting on the horizon. This watering hole for the senses is Spring Weekend, our last moment to blow off steam before finals. For some selected individuals — the seniors — Spring Weekend is a chance to take a look back at the past four years, before entering the "real" world.

This year, TCAC has worked overtime to create a weekend that promises diversity and good times. The line-up of bands has something for almost everyone: sounds ranging from the blues, sweet harmonies, and fusion, and singers such as a blond bombshell accompanied by a few pretty boys, and a 4'10" female bodybuilder. The circus is in town at the Civic Center, but not at Trinity, even though we'll have enough excitement that it could seem like a circus at times. The festivities start Friday night at 10:00 pm as the Washington Room becomes the famed Animal (Dela) House. We will be taken back to the late fifties for the type of rowdiness that made the fifties so famous.

The music Friday night is being provided by the Sam and Dave Review. These legendary bluesmen penned and performed the original "Sou Sou Men," the song that made the Blues Brothers more than just a Saturday Night Live skit. Sam and Dave also wrote "I Thank You," a song made famous by ZZ Top. Sam and Dave's band, Blame, has a full horn section that will guarantee you have you jumping. Warming up the party will be Otis Lewis and the Soul Dukes who will be blasting your favorite Motown sounds.

On the Quad Saturday at 2:30 everyone will have their last chance to see their favorite Trinity performers in the annual Alligator Jam. The bands appearing will be in order of appearance: The Common Thing, After Dark, The Pipes, Afternoon Jazz, and The Maul. At 4:00 pm the progressive Spring Weekend Bands Announced by Chris Quinn: by Yurdo  April 30th, the Progressive Students Alliance and the Anti-Apartheid Committee sponsored a Candlelight Vigil in opposition to the policy of apartheid in South Africa. The organizers' purpose was to make the issue of apartheid more widely known at Trinity and at-tempt to educate unknowledgable students about it. In addition, both sides of the issue of divestiture were presented by the two speakers. The organizer group hoped that the even would influence Trinity College to make an of- ficial statement against apartheid.

The evening began with the crowd singing "One Tin Soldier." Then Professor Wade of the Philosophy Department spoke in fa-
culty. The Anti-Apartheid Committee, which is in favor of divestiture, is now compounding a letter to the Board of Trustees urging them to divest. In addition, they are putting together a fact sheet to be distributed to students to further their knowledge of the situation. The issue will also be brought up before the faculty in hope that they will support divestiture of Trinity's funds as a group.

Inside:

Joe Shield Drafted By Packers
Another Homophobia Letter
Bookstore Editorial

Women's Lac Tri-Captains Susie Cutler, Sydney Fee, and Karen Rodgers posing with the NIAA championship plaque their team won on Sunday. See Sports for story. (Photo by John Schiffman)
**SGA - The Controversy Rages on...**

The SGA met in secret session last Tuesday to discuss the ramifications of the recent disclosures by SGA Inc. that club soda in the Cane now cost the same as regular soda.

SGA President Steve Norton ordered the door closed. He said he didn’t want “no nobody knowin’” about this shit but members. “The Intruder speaks confidentiality with several SGA members. They leaked the stuff.

When confronted with this, Norton said visibly shaken, “This is a very serious matter, our national security — I mean school integrity is at stake.

Students have been floating around campus for weeks about the change in price policy ever since Coke decided that it would be better and Coke said it.

---

**Cooking Unit Dwellers Testify...**

“Going off Saga was a mistake!”

Going off the Saga meal plan has never been more controversial. Threatening as it is now according to a recent study by the Administration’s committee on cooking units. Students are being held captive by their routines. One student said, “I could not even pass gym when confronted with this, Norton said visibly shaken, “This is a very serious matter, our national security — I mean school integrity is at stake.

Students have been floating around campus for weeks about the change in price policy ever since Coke decided that it would be better and Coke said it.

---

**Library Miracle Water**

It’s been called the ‘Lourdes of Trinity’

Library Miracle Water has healing powers that will turn the dumbest student into an intellectual giant. Two librarians, while assisting a student who fainted from brain fatigue while reading People magazine, discovered the benefits of Library Miracle Water.

---

**All-New Open Curriculum Diet**

Guaranteed Weight Loss Up to 10 lbs. by the time Open Curriculum Disappears

**Day 1**

*Breakfast:* Raisin, cut with knife, chew slowly, you will feel full!

*Lunch:* Quail urge to eat by going to Saga and sticking hand through toaster. When done, drink 10 glasses of water.

*Dinner:* Is it steak night? Steak, get someone else’s ticket, more steak, pasta stuff, Cap’n Crunch, peanut butter-topped baked potato, coke, 10 gallon ice cream drum, finger, pizza.

---

**Day 2**

*Breakfast:* Diet Coke

*Lunch:* 18 pieces Raisin, cut with knife, chew slowly, you will feel full!

*Dinner:* Pick oat flakes out of granola, eat them.

---

**Day 3**

*Breakfast:* Donut, orange juice, eggs, toast, run to classes

*Lunch:* Brisket marathon ranges out of Saga chicken salad — don’t eat it!

*Dinner:* Make obscene phone call to Donizetti’s Pizza. Stare longingly at carrot stick.

---

**Day 4**

Jesus! Haven’t they changed the curriculum yet? Go on hunger strike to protest apartheid.

---

**Day 5**

*Breakfast:* Pick oat flakes out of granola, eat them.

*Lunch:* Stick hand under soda dispenser and drink enough Pepsi to explode toaster. When done, drink 10 glasses of water.

*Dinner:* Frosted Flakes and Ex-Lax.

---

**Day 6**

If you haven’t achieved desired weight loss, try clipping you toenails, cutting hair, and taking off jewelry.

---

**Library Miracle Water**

It’s been called the ‘Lourdes of Trinity’

Library Miracle Water has healing powers that will turn the dumbest student into an intellectual giant. Two librarians, while assisting a student who fainted from brain fatigue while reading People magazine, discovered the benefits of Library Miracle Water.

---

**BLOOM COUNTY**

---

by Berke Breathed

---
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Library Miracle Water has healing powers that will turn the dumbest student into an intellectual giant. Two librarians, while assisting a student who fainted from brain fatigue while reading People magazine, discovered the benefits of Library Miracle Water.

---

**Library Miracle Water**

**YES! I too want to experience the miraculous powers of Library Miracle Water. I enclose $8.95 for a 4 oz. vial — enough to transform me into a brilliant student.**

Name: ___________________________

Address: ___________________________

Please enclose check or money order. No. C.O.D.’s.

---

**Library Miracle Water**

---
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*Dinner:* Is it steak night? Steak, get someone else’s ticket, more steak, pasta stuff, Cap’n Crunch, peanut butter-topped baked potato, coke, 10 gallon ice cream drum, finger, pizza.
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---
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*Lunch:* Brisket marathon ranges out of Saga chicken salad — don’t eat it!

*Dinner:* Make obscene phone call to Donizetti’s Pizza. Stare longingly at carrot stick.

---

**Day 4**

Jesus! Haven’t they changed the curriculum yet? Go on hunger strike to protest apartheid.

---

**Day 5**

*Breakfast:* Pick oat flakes out of granola, eat them.

*Lunch:* Stick hand under soda dispenser and drink enough Pepsi to explode toaster. When done, drink 10 glasses of water.
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If you haven’t achieved desired weight loss, try clipping you toenails, cutting hair, and taking off jewelry.

---
Intruder Predictions for Academic Year

George Will will play Spring Weekend.

Pop-Tarts will be discovered to possess life extending properties.

The Observer will cease publication because they disgusted even themselves.

Monitors of security cameras will sell blackmail films titled "Ecstasy Under the Arches."

Mr. Follet's arrested for public fondling of medieval textbooks. "It's the kid's fault, I tell ya," he extols as Hartford Police drag him off.

TCAC boosts popularity by sponsoring quilting bees throughout fall term.

The book scanner at the Library becomes equipped with flashing lights and police sirens.

Dr. Ruth becomes new College Interfraternity counselor.

TCAC boosts popularity by sponsoring quilting bees throughout fall term.

The Observer will cease publication because they disgusted even themselves.

Beretta's arrested for indecency with a pink lawn flamingo.

The Bantu Holly look becomes all the rage.

The Trinity Triumvirate signs a contract to make a new beach blanket movie with Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon. While in Hollywood: Andy Carlson has a torrid affair with Linda Evans; Michael Connelly joins a new wave band, spits his hair and stars in "Repo Man II;" Jon Potter buys a head shop on Sunset Boulevard; Karen Boonsteek really learns to surf.

The Trinity Triumvirate signs a contract to make a new beach blanket movie with Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon. While in Hollywood: Andy Carlson has a torrid affair with Linda Evans; Michael Connelly joins a new wave band, spits his hair and stars in "Repo Man II;" Jon Potter buys a head shop on Sunset Boulevard; Karen Boonsteek really learns to surf.

The Trinity Triumvirate signs a contract to make a new beach blanket movie with Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon. While in Hollywood: Andy Carlson has a torrid affair with Linda Evans; Michael Connelly joins a new wave band, spits his hair and stars in "Repo Man II;" Jon Potter buys a head shop on Sunset Boulevard; Karen Boonsteek really learns to surf.

The Trinity Triumvirate signs a contract to make a new beach blanket movie with Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon. While in Hollywood: Andy Carlson has a torrid affair with Linda Evans; Michael Connelly joins a new wave band, spits his hair and stars in "Repo Man II;" Jon Potter buys a head shop on Sunset Boulevard; Karen Boonsteek really learns to surf.

After Dark will be nuked.

Connecticut Post-in-Residence will be David Lee Roth.

David Letterman will be named God. A chapter of the Church of Letterman will be formed at Trinity.

Entire curriculum controversy doesn't amount to a hill o' beans.
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More Trouble on Vernon Street

Frisky Runs Amok!

Last week a giant mutant squirrel, which allegedly escaped from a chemistry lab, terrorized the Trinity campus. The squirrel included an attack on a fraternity house and the administration.

The squirrel, called "Frisky" by its owner, escaped from its lab in Life Science Center last Wednesday and attacked the fraternities and the Quad. The administration boarded up all windows and bolted the doors, but the squirrel continued to attack the Quad. Eventually, the administration gave in, but the squirrel continued to cause trouble.

One fraternity member stated, "My friends and I have been seeing this giant squirrel on the Quad for weeks now. It's gotten bigger and bolder every day." Another fraternity member added, "We've been trying to catch it for days, but it's always one step ahead of us."

The administration has set up a reward for anyone who can catch the squirrel, but so far, no one has been successful. The administration is encouraging students to stay inside and avoid the Quad.

Intruder Story!

Frisky on her frenzied raid of AD, the mutant squirrel was finally blown away, too bad.
Inside: Predictions, Horoscopes, Recipes, and much, much more

Trinity Intruder

Open Curriculum Diet!
Lose Pounds Fast Fast Fast!

Terrified Junior Confesses:
"I took a Security car to Mars and lived."
see inside . . .

Dean Winer to Wed Joan Collins!

Intruder Reveals All

June Wedding Date Set
Chu-Richardson Maid of Honor
J.R. Ewing Best Man

Also by the Intruder:
Frantic Squirrels
Cooking Unit Life
Liberal Bleeding Hearts

Chairs:
The Shocking Truth Will Surprise You!!!!
Your $3 at Work

When the Connecticut State House of Representatives raised the drinking age to 21 two weeks ago, students from ConnPIRG worked hard to add an amendment to the law grandfathering 20-year-olds. Then last week, when the grandfather clause ran into trouble in the more conservative State Senate, Patty Sinicropi and her disciples lobbied at least ten senators during the floor debate and turned the consensus of the body around. The grandfather clause was approved and those who turn 20 before September 1, 1985 will be legal for all of the 85-86 academic year.

Students at Trinity have an option to request a three-dollar refund from the Student Activities Fee if they feel that the organization's efforts have not been in the student interest. Certainly a grandfather clause is in the interest of every student at Trinity. Although such a clause may not affect every student directly, it has to affect the current study being conducted on a new alcohol study for the College. We thank ConnPIRG for their diligence and ask the Administration to delay any decision in such a clause until after September 1, 1986, when the grandfather clause expires.

To the Editor:

Last Friday an article appeared in The Hartford Courant describing Joyce Baker's play Home Goose, performed last weekend at Trinity College. The article gave Joyce Baker much deserved credit for a fine play. What it did not mention was that the play also owes to the students in English 388 who gave a semester of their time to this project of staging Joyce Baker's play. Over the past semester, they worked with the director, who edited as well as directed the play, and the stage manager, Philip Alling, Ken Festa, and John Mallaney, the lead, William Hatch, Catherine Nemer, Joseph B. DeDomenico, Mark Wlodarkiewicz, Virginia McLanry, Wendy Sheldon, Claudia Baio's letter of last week.

Given the impression that Trinity students are not given the benefit of the community is truly noteworthy. However, to praise him for his honesty toward his sexual orientations in the Trio seems to contradict the fact that virtually everyone agrees on, heterosexual and homosexual alike. Sexuality is a personal matter whether it involves heterosexuality, bisexuality, or homosexuality. Given that sexuality is a personal matter, why is it necessary to publish allegations of homosexuality but not appropriateness. I could see the necessity of publishing allegations of some of my sexual orientations, but it is an excession appropriate, or even interesting for that matter. Giulia herself stated the following: "John Benelli is gay - Big Deal?"

Sincerely, Joseph DeDomenico

English 338 Deserves Credit Too

To the Editor:

Last Friday an article appeared in The Hartford Courant describing Joyce Baker's play Home Goose, performed last weekend at Trinity College. The article gave Joyce Baker much deserved credit for a fine play. What it did not mention was that the play also owes to the students in English 388 who gave a semester of their time to this project of staging Joyce Baker's play. Over the past semester, they worked with the director, who edited as well as directed the play, and the stage manager, Philip Alling, Ken Festa, and John Mallaney, the lead, William Hatch, Catherine Nemer, Joseph B. DeDomenico, Mark Wlodarkiewicz, Virginia McLanry, Wendy Sheldon, Claudia Baio's letter of last week.
Test Terminal
In our search for a computer system for the library, we have narrowed it down to two vendors: CSLI and Caryline. On May 8th, CSLI will have a test terminal in the card catalogue of the library. Please come and see what the system can do.

Reminder
Students should empty out their lockers in the Ferry's Athletic Center by Monday, May 15th and return athletic equipment, tools, and towels to the equipment room.

Summer Job
The News Bureau/Public Relations Office at Trinity has a full-time position available this summer for a Trinity student. Applicants must be able to type 50 wpm and have strong interpersonal skills. The position will offer varied and interesting responsibilities. The salary is $4.25 an hour. For information contact Dr. Finley at 507-8151, x370 or 217.

Fashion Show
The Women's Center is sponsoring a Spring Fashion Show on May 9 at 4:00 p.m. on the cave patio. Refreshments will be provided.

Silent Screams
"SILENT SCREAM: A CRITIQUE AND REBUTTAL" will be performed in the Trinity Union on Saturday, May 11 at 11:30 a.m. under the direction of Robert of Physicians for Choice and others will lead a discussion of the film. This event is free and open to all.

Clapton: Forever Man

by Mark Esterman
Sports Editor
Rock legend Eric Clapton brought his renowned brand of blues-rock to Hartford last Wednesday and performed a 2 1/2-hour show for the capacity Civic Center crowd.

Clapton, who is currently on tour in conjunction with his "Behind the Sun" album, came equipped with his duo of backup singers, a taping crew that was filming a live video, and, of course, his guitar. His long career and tour prove that Clapton, former leader of the Yardbirds, Cream, and Derrick and the Dominoes, is still a class act. The former lead singer of such noted rock groups as the Rolling Stones, the Who, and Cream, remains Clapton's greatest effort to date.

Lost & Found
Forward for the return of West- kyan traveling bag and team sweats, lost in April near the field house parking lot. All clothing: red wool under shirt, lev- it, gray-white flannel shirt. Please-if you have them, contact your athletic department or call Dan collector at 547-6089.

Nominations
Accepted
The president's Council on Women is seeking nominations for the next academic year. The Council is an advisory group which reports to the President on various matters affecting the needs and interests of women students, faculty, and staff. Nominations should be open to all men and women in the Trinity community and should be sub- mitted to Rima Pines, in the Development Office, no later than May 15th.

Summer B&G Jobs
The Buildings and Grounds Dep-artment is now accepting appli- cations for Summer employment. Categories of work include ground-keeping, mechanical work, planter cleaning and custod- ial work. You must be able to work May 21 through August 30. Preference will be given to students receiving fin-ancial aid.

Contact: B&G as soon as possible.

Senior Givers
The Senior Class Gift Committee thanks those persons listed below for their contributions to the Sen-ior Class Gift.
Brooke R. Baldridge
David M. Biggs
Julie A. Binnow
Marie L. Bresette
Melissa E. Brown
Douglas G. Burbank
Marc A. Chabot
Gary C. Christelis
Elizabeth E. Clement
Lee Coffin
Leslie A. Cohn
Michael Collins
Laura F. Cooper
Theodore S. Cune
A. Royce Dalby
Dara Davel
Les A. Davis
Grace E. Dolajewski
Frances L. DeSelm
William C. Doster
Daniel C. Doster
Catherine Don
Lynn E. Elding
Martha J. Enkine
Kimberly A. Ford
Maria M. Formisano
William K. Forte
Kathy M. Garber
Camille A. Gauthier
Providence G. Horne
Gretchen G. Kimmich
Steven K. Kieck
John F. Kilin
Ann Marie Mallot
Catherine M. Millett
Matthew T. Moore
David M. O'Donnell
Patricia R. Nichols
Stephen Norton
David O. O'Sullivan
Frederick P. Parker
Peyton W. Potter
Sarah R. Ragland
Samuel B. Reid
Paul R. Reusk
Suzanne R. Rustenber
David B. Saloff
Howard A. Schervy
Kathleen A. Sheedy
Courtland P. Sears
Kathleen L. Sibley
Elaine Stample
Timothy Walsh
C. Robert Wells
Thomas N. Wilson

There have been 53 donors with a total of $938.00 contributed. Contact: Any member of the Sen-ior Class Gift Committee, or Steve Norton, or Camille Guthrie, Co-Chairmen.

Study Carrels
The library has a small number of student study carrels available each year for Senator Thesis stu- dents. Sophomores who will be away their Senior year should keep in mind that applications for these carrels are taken in October of each year. The Library staff cannot contact each student to make this offer. Perhaps this notice will help.

Spring Weekend
Friday: Animal House Party 10-2
New Sam & Dave Revue
Wash. Room
Saturday: Soap Box Derby
Vernon Street
Alligator Jam
Quad
Afternoon
Sunday: Helen Wheels
'Til Tuesday
Ramones
**PORTS**

**W-Lax: NIAC Champs Again**

by Julia McLaughlin

Senior Sports Staff

Trinity's women's lacrosse won their third straight, NIAC title on Sunday by defeating Connecticut College 13-6. The Trinity Bantams were the number one seed and host of the NIAC tournament. The Bantams beat number four seed Middlebury 12-7 on Saturday in semi-final play.

The Trinity-Middlebury match on Saturday was a hard-fought game in which neither team was willing to give up anything to the other. The key player in Saturday's game was goalie Sarah Couch.

Trinity scored again in the first quarter, went into the second quarter two goals behind, and eventually tied it 4-4 at the half. Trin's comeback started in the second half, although Westfield, which was able to score four times in the first 12 minutes of the first quarter. Things didn't look good for the Bants at this stage, but Trin rallied and David Bonner made two goals and scored unassisted starting a Bantam comeback.

**Baseball Splits Two As Pitching Slumps**

by Marc Estesman

Sports Editor

If it's not one thing, it's another. Just when it looked like the baseball team's bats were starting to warm up, Trin's pitching staff, the strength of the squad entering the year, has slipped a notch. The inability to combine solid pitching with timely hitting has been a problem for the Bants this season and last week was no exception.

Trin continued its six-game losing streak last weekend in a hard-fought game against Middlebury. After the game, Trinity players and Coach Bobbie Shepard and Sarah Burnell celebrated by drinking champagne out of their silver trophy.

**Shield Drafted By Packers**

by Stephen K. Gellman

Special to the Triphod

It was exactly 1:30am on Wednesday May 1st when Joe Shield stopped being a Trinity Bantam and became a Green Bay Packers. Shield signed his contract with the Giants 99 minutes before the pick was made.

That was when the phone rang in Shield's High Rise squad and Packer coach Forest Gregg made it official; Shield was Green Bay's 1st round draft choice.

The call ended a tense day, night, and early morning for Shield who waited while 11 other quarter-quarterbacks were chosen before the Packers made the pick. Shield yielded a 7-4 lead in the seventh, when Butler yielded a two-run hit.

**M-Lax: Playoff Bound**

by Tom Daviers

Senior Sports Staff

On last Wednesday, Men's lacrosse finished up its regular season with an 11-5 win over Westfield. The Bants' final record is 9-3, which is quite a turn-around from last year, has slipped a notch. The inability to combine solid pitching with timely hitting has been a problem for the Bants this season and last week was no exception.

Trin scored again in the first quarter, went into the second quarter two goals behind, and eventually tied it 4-4 at the half. Trin's comeback started in the second half, although Westfield, which was able to score four times in the first 12 minutes of the first quarter. Things didn't look good for the Bants at this stage, but Trin rallied and David Bonner made two goals and scored unassisted starting a Bantam comeback.

Trin's Joe Brewer (925) fires a shot.

Joe Shield, surrounded by friends, hears from the Packers.

**Tri-captain Sydney Fee and teammates celebrate NIAC crown.**

**Tri-captain Sydney Fee and teammates celebrate NIAC crown.**
Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

Now YOU can have two of the most recognized and accepted credit cards in the world... VISA® and MasterCard® credit cards... "in your name... even if you are new in credit or have been turned down before!

VISA® and MasterCard® credit cards you deserve and need for: * DEPARTMENT STORES * TUITION * ENTERTAINMENT * EMERGENCY CASH * TICKETS * RESTAURANTS * HOTELS * GAS * CAR RENTALS * REPAIRS * AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

This is the credit card information kit students have been reading about in publications from coast to coast and includes SPECIAL STUDENT APPLICATION forms for MasterCard & Visa as well as other national charge cards. Approval absolutely guaranteed, so hurry... fill out this card today...

Your credit cards are waiting!

YES! I want VISA/MasterCard credit cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100% refundable if not approved immediately.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP
PHONE SOC. SECURITY 
SIGNATURE

CREDITGETTER, BOX 291284, DAVIE, FL 33329
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A SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR NEW GRADUATES CAN HELP YOU INTO A NEW CHRYSLER OR PLYMOUTH.

With graduation here, you're probably ready for a new car. Chrysler Corporation understands the graduate's problems establishing a credit history and getting together enough cash to finance a new car purchase. Now you can afford a new car, thanks to Chrysler's special Gold Key program for college graduates.

You can drive a new 1985 Chrysler or Plymouth for a fraction of the purchase cost, with affordably low monthly payments. You have six months from the receipt of your degree to take advantage of this exclusive program.

Mail the coupon below and get full details of this special Gold Key program for you, the new college graduate. Act now.

FIND OUT MORE.

SEND MY MATERIALS TO THE ADDRESS BELOW.

Name
Address
City State Zip
College or University
Graduation Date

Mail to: Chrysler-Plymouth College Graduate Program
2751 E. Jefferson Avenue
Detroit, Ml 48207
Reagan is God.

I love ice cream. Conservaties are where it's all happening. Reagan is Not having money is Hell. I hate Hell. I love money. Money is my life. I love power and the abuse thereof. Reagan is God. Liberals never have enough money. Not having money is bad. It is evil. I hate bad, I hate evil. George Will should be deified. Geraldine Ferraro is evil. Democrats (uck! what a repulsive world, it even sounds ugly) are evil and they want to see us blown up by commies. I love guns. I love vigilantes. Everyone should have a gun and a guest (or I'll just visit the NRA). Reagan is God. He should have disowned his daughter for marrying a Yoga Instructor!? Jane Fonda is evil. John Wayne is a demi-god. Reagan is God. Protest marches should be brutalized. Congress should be nuked. The Women's Center should be nuked. Reagan is God. Stocks and Bonds are excellent. Money is just waiting to be eroded. Power is just begging to be corrupted. Reagan is God. American-made cars are evil. Artsy people scare me. Economics majors are disciples of God. Reagan is God. People in the cave are evil. People in Sage are not. Law school is great. I love money, power, respect, and alcohol (in that order, ex- actly). I can't have enough. Neither can Reagan. Nuclear weapons are a demonic and shiftless. Who needs money for social programs when you can spend all your money on guns, tanks, and nuclear weapons? Nuclear weapons are a God-send. Reagan is God and he sends them. God loves a good conservative. I love God. REAGAN IS OUR SAVIOR.

I Don't Have A Job Yet, Shit!

To the Editor:
You know. I was really going to miss this school, the hallowed halls, the ivy-covered walls, the siren's call of my sabbatical. But it was, I'm afraid to admit, a myth. It was a wonderful dream, one that I'm sure I will dream again someday. Just sitting in the library, in an ungodly quiet, the heaving power of my hearth and soul. Who needs the poor? Not I. The poor are evil. Bowling is for sissies. Reagan is God. Reagan does not bow. Reagan is God. I'm in helicopters. Helicopters are power. Helicopters are God-transporters. Everyone on welfare is demonic and shiftless. Who needs money for social programs when you can spend all your money on guns, tanks, and nuclear weapons? Nuclear weapons are a God-send. Reagan is God and he sends them. God loves a good conservative. I love God. REAGAN IS OUR SAVIOR.

The administration and faculty seem to want to change this feeling; come on, who are you trying to kid. Ask any reach the point in the right court (sorry Julia Pastor) where reader attentions wane and the reporter can get away with not having any kind of style. I'm sure you have something better to do then read my long term plan for Trinity's success. If not, do go read my long term plan. I will say that Trinity gives you what it promises; I small liberal arts college located in a metropolitan center of New England. If Trinity is much different than you thought it would be, you don't have much time to be sorry. Go jump in the brook. If you are in New York is smaller than the Quad. I'll miss scoping in the library, napping in the coed bathroom in North, and scoping on the Quad. I'll even miss sneaking into SAGA and scoping there.

Most of all I'll miss the care free life of a college student. It's tough to find a job where you only work two days a week and start at 11:20. The Cave is cheap, and BURG is the deal of a lifetime.
I prepare to become a Trinity alum with a wired fear of a Preppy

I'm in favor of academics and learned a lot about myself these past four years. I'm proud and amazed to say that I leave Trinity considerably less prep-like than I arrived by my last year of Topiaders just hit the dust, I can't locate a single apple and I can't get the catalog anymore. Good things do happen here.

I love the National Review. I love clean-
Trinity’s Liberals To Sponsor Day of Granola Awareness

By Ricky Ricardo

Trinity’s liberal contingent has announced plans to host a granola awareness day, Said Candance Brown, organizer of the event, “A lot of students don’t realize the benefits of granola. We want to make them aware.”

The day will begin with a granola tasting session. This will be followed by several lectures whose topics include “Granola vs. Grape Nuts,” “From Health Snack to Cardiologist: The Shameful Decline of Granola Bars,” and “The History of Granola.” The day will conclude with a granola recipe contest.

All Trinity students are welcome at these events. Says Brown, “A lot of the liberals already know about granola. We want to educate those who don’t know.”

The Progressive Student Alliance is sponsoring the event in an attempt to force awareness upon students ignorant of eating habits. “It’s harsh,” said Jimbo Boho, Vice President Smith, who himself doesn’t deserve this day,” said Vice President English, Dean Winer, President of the Reagan-is-Apartheid? Famine? Naah Ourselves!

Wesleyan Students Protest Themselves

Last Monday at Wesleyan University in Middletown, the entire student body participated in a march protesting themselves. Said Pete Jacobs, president of the Wesleyan Student Association and orchestrator of the march, “There wasn’t anything else to protest. We’ve already protested apartheid and all the other trendy issues, and two weeks ago we protested Reagan’s speech on campus. We’re just gearing up for that all year and after it’s over we felt kinda let down. We needed another protest. This was all that was left.”

Signs carried by the protesters had messages ranging from “Down With Homo, Up With Yuppies!” to “We Should Have Gone to Trin.” Others stated, “Who Needs To Be Arty?”, “Blending Heart Liberals are the Downfall of America,” and “Intellectuals Don’t Drive Saabs.” As the protesters marched in front of Wesleyan’s administration building they chanted “War Apartheid.” When asked if he thought the march was a success, Jacobs stated, “I think so. I think we’ve made the Wesleyan community aware of the issue and demonstrated our commitment to alleviating the problem.”

Apartheid? Famine? Naah Ourselves!

Lori Davis: “The Best Pass Joe Made in Four Years Was at Me!”

by Rona Barrett

Last week People Magazine provided a feature story about Doug Flutie’s girlfriend. In the course of fair play, the Intruder feels that we right the scale of things. Lori Davis, the girlfriend of Trinity’s own Joe Shield, was also picked up by the Green Bay Packers in last week’s NFL draft, should be featured in “People” one day. Davis is a senior, double majoring in French and American Studies. She and Shield have been together since their freshman year.

I met with Davis in her comfortable Student’s apartment. After she had comfortably settled herself on her charmingly designed comforter, holding her favorite teddybear, Joey, she began to tell me the story of she and Joe’s early relationship.

“I had been dating one of the other quarterbacks on the team, but after a while it was obvious that we weren’t each other’s cup of tea,” she said. “Joey and I had always seemed to have quite a lot in common and such a nice guy. Joe said that he received a call from him and that he was a better quarterback than the other one. So we started going out.”

I must say, I do like a girl who demands quality in her Quarterbacks, no second-stringers for her.

During the second semester of their junior year Davis studied in Europe. But didn’t engage in any creative pursuits, except at Cower parties. When asked if she ever felt that she had played second-fiddle to Joe’s football buddies, Davis responded that although she tried to be as involved as possible with Joe’s athletic life, there were just certain things that a girl couldn’t identify with, such as jock itch. “I try to be as supportive as I can, no matter what. The only person I ever felt that I was competing with Joe’s attention was sports editor Steve Gellman,” whose motives still remain questionable.”

This hasn’t kept her from having a good time, though and Trinity people definitely consider Davis a woman in her own right and not just Joe’s Shield’s girlfriend. “Joe’s a fantastic guy and he simply wouldn’t consider anyone else. But I’m the only girl who lives solely for her man. He wants to have his own life. Just what this life will be remains to be seen. Davis is excited about Gren Bay and hears that they have excellent suburbs, schools and athletics classes. She smiles coyly and declines to answer when asked why she’s so interested in the schools. “Joe just wouldn’t want me to sit around all day, so I think that I’ll be putting my French and American Studies courses of the books to work for me. Maybe I’ll open a little boutique or continued on page 12

Hey Kathy!

Jane & I wish you A Happy Birthday!
Trinity basketball player Ken Abere was recently on tV Magazine demonstrating a new sport which he invented, Dead Referee Basketball. "What else are you supposed to do with dead referees?"

Flying Nun Visits Trin

The office of the Chaplain announced the first event in their series of visiting clergy on campus. On Friday, May 10 the Flying Nun will visit Trinity. She will give a lecture entitled "Inspiration in the Air: Sky Imagery in Religious Tradition." After the lecture she will personally consult students interested in both the clergy and aeronautics. The Flying Nun will also talk about her personal experiences and give a demonstration. The entire Trinity community is invited to attend.

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

Is Security from Mars?

At their meeting last Thursday the SGA proposed some additions to the Trinity campus. Included are new chairs for the cave patio, a train from North Campus to the Library, a new President's house, and weekly tea parties for the entire Trinity community.